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Discount Brokers 
Conversation Advancers 

I want to use a discount broker.  
I can appreciate that Discount brokers sound like a good idea don’t they? Today we 
are all a bit more value conscious aren’t we?  I mean they promise to sell the home 
for a flat fee and it’s great if they can.  Discount brokerages have been around for 
decades haven’t they?   Yet they only sell a small percentage of the homes that sell  
(in fact they sell less than 5% in most markets – look it up – you may discover 
that they sell for a much less average sales price, they may not sell a high 
percentage of their listings, or they take longer – find a statistic you can use).  
Let’s use an analogy suppose a Lexus dealer sold their cars for a 60%, 70%  or even 
a 90% discount; and they provided the same service and the exact same cars as a 
full service Lexus Dealership 40 miles down the road.  Wouldn’t it make sense that 
over time the discount car dealership that provided the exact same car and service 
would dominate the Lexus marketplace?  So how do you explain the fact that 
discount brokerages have such a small percentage of the business after all these 
years? (They don’t provide the same service/results/etc.)  
 
Option 1  
 
Exactly – this is why 90+ % of the sellers choose a full service broker. We net more 
money, we expose the home to more buyers, we get the home sold more often, 
quicker etc.  You said you needed to net more money –sell quickly etc didn’t you? 
Let’s simply sign the contract.  
 
Option 2 
 
I look forward to showing you exactly how I sell homes.  In fact, most sellers really 
get a benefit from meeting with me.  Your time will be very well spent because I’ll 
be able to share with you the ways that I get my home sellers much more money 
than other agents, especially discount brokers.    

 
If fact, since one-third of my business comes from past clients and people that ... 
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trust me ... to sell their homes you can see it’s only natural that this is a 
responsibility that I do not take lightly.  
 
Now, Mr. Seller, there are a lot of desperate agents out there right now.  And some 
of them will make you a tempting promise by offering you a discounted 
commission  
 
Doesn’t it make sense that an agent who specializes in less ... cannot possibly get 
you more?  And doesn’t it intuitively makes sense that, while these agents charge a 
lower fee, you know that you get what you pay for or in this case, you get a lower 
check at the closing table?   
 
Here is something else to keep in mind, Mr. Seller.  That the average home is 
currently selling for (95)% of the list price.  Pretty good, huh?  Now, the problem 
for the clients of those discount brokers is that their listings, according to the MLS, 
sell for 94% of list price.  94% and the more that you think about that fact, the less 
sense it makes to even talk to them on the phone, right?    
 
Now, here’s the good news for you ... my listings sell for (98)% of list.   
98%!  That means that, even though it costs a bit more to ... list your home with me 
... you’ll wind up netting more ... much more.  
 
So that, at this point, if those discount brokers call to ... set an appointment with 
you, you can feel completely free to tell them that you cannot afford their fees ... 
nor their poor service, okay?  You’ve worked too hard for your equity to lose it to a 
discount broker!  
 
Is there anything else that you would need to say to convince these people that 
you’ve all but made the decision already?  [No]  Great.  Who else will you consult 
with about this decision?   
 
Option 3 
 
A discount broker charges a small fee to list your home right? There’s not much 
money in it for them unless they pick up buyers from your listing so they’re relying 
on finding buyers to earn income right? Have you ever thought about the type of 
buyer that would use a discount broker?  Doesn’t it make sense that a qualified 
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buyer who would go to a discount broker would expect a discounted price on any 
purchase they make? Discount brokers equal discount buyers. All we need to do 
now is simply sign the contract.  

 
Option 4 
 
And obviously you realize that you pay the flat fee plus 3% to a buyers’ agent right? 
So you’d be saving the 3% less their upfront costs that it would cost you to hire me 
correct? Can I tell you why listings with one of those discount companies may 
actually cost you money? Buyer’s agents represent the buyers’ best interest; their 
job is to negotiate the lowest price and best terms for their client – the buyer. So 
you’d basically be paying a buyers agent to represent the other party, it doesn’t 
make any sense does it? I mean you wouldn’t pay an attorney to handle the case for 
another side would you?  Basically what I hear you saying is that you are willing to 
pay half the commission and that you need me to justify the 3% right? I’m so glad 
we’re talking – I sell my homes for an average of 3.1% more than the boards 
average and in less time too. Do you have your calendar handy?  
 
Option 5 
 
The MLS is a great tool right? And it’s just one of the many tools that I use to sell 
homes. If MLS alone were the magic potion and sold homes we wouldn’t have XXX 
active homes for sale today would we? The truth is it takes a lot more to sell a home 
than just putting it in the MLS – when can I show you how to get your home sold? 
Do you have your appointment book handy? 
 
 
Option 6 
 
Has there ever been a time when you went cheap on a vacation or to a show and 
wish you had spent the extra money and had a better time? That time is like this 
time  - you can hire that cheaper agent, discover that they don’t really know what 
they are doing, that they don’t negotiate effectively, that they don’t have the 
experience to handle and problems, or that they don’t do enough volume to get 
their clients discounts or you can hire me, get top dollar, a smooth transaction, and 
a quick sale – which sounds better to you? DO you have your calendar handy? 
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Option 7 
 
Have you ever tried to fix your car or get a repair done cheaply and it didn’t work 
and you had to spend more time and money to get it down right; later you probably 
wished you had it done correctly the first time, right?  That time is like that time, 
you can hire that cheaper agent, discover that they don’t really know what they are 
doing, that they don’t negotiate effectively, that they don’t have the experience to 
handle and problems, or that they don’t do enough volume to get their clients 
discounts or you can hire me, get top dollar, a smooth transaction, and a quick sale 
– which sounds better to you? Do you have your calendar handy? 
 
 
Option 8 

 
Has anyone ever sat down with you and showed you how an agent gets paid?  We’ll 
I’d like to take a moment and show you ok? When we sell and close on your house 
3% (or 4%) of the commission will come to my office and me.  In your case at will 
be about $$6000. My office keeps roughly 1/3 of that for their expenses (Draw a 
circle and divide into thirds some see a peace sign). The Government takes about 
1/3 for taxes (write taxes into the circle), which leaves about 1/3 for me.  Out of 
that I have to pay for signs and lockboxes and websites and marketing and for my 
time. So you can see there’s not much room for me provide all the services needed 
to sell your home without a full commission is there? 
 

 


